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On the 22nd of February 2018 SUT YES! kicked off their first event of the 

year at the Perth and Tattersall Bowling and Recreation Club with 52 

attendees. The evening’s main attraction consisted of an exciting 

presentation on the current state oil and gas market update by industry 

expert Matthew Quinn of IHS Markit (the evening’s sponsor). Afterwards, 

some drinks and pizza were available and attendees had an opportunity 

to network with Matthew and other young professionals in industry over 

barefoot bowls in East Perth. 
 
As people arrived, they were greeted by YES! Committee members and 

there was time for some casual networking next to the bar. The evening 

formally kicked off with a short introduction and run-down of the night by 

Victoria Hann (YES! Secretary/Arup). 

 

The floor was then handed over to Matthew (IHS Markit). His presentation 

consisted of three focuses – the current state of oil and gas demand, 

subsea industry activity and upcoming projects in the Australian market. 

The talk ran for approximately one hour, with a brief interlude presentation 

by Liam Salter on ‘Subsea 101’. At question time there was no shortage of 

people who wanted to ask Matthew more about the future of the industry 

as it was a rare opportunity to hear direct from an industry expert! 

 

After drinks and pizza we all moved down to the green to learn about lawn 

bowls. People split into teams and then the games commenced! The night 

was the first event that YES! has run by themselves and was a hit – 

feedback from the event was overwhelmingly positive. 

 

A big thank you to the YES! Annual Sponsors Woodside Energy, the event 

sponsor IHS Markit, Matthew Quinn and the YES! Committee & SUT staff 

for making the event such an intriguing and valuable evening. 
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